
The Liberal News Media Misled American Voters
Hillary Clinton supporters are angry that
Donald Trump was voted to be the 45th
President causing riots in many American
cities.

FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, November 17, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- FOUNTAIN VALLEY,
CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, -- Nicholas
Ginex sympathizes with Hillary Clinton’s
supporters who feel an injustice because she
received over 337,000 more popular votes
than Donald Trump according to Real-Time
News on November 11, 2016. This is the fifth
time a candidate has won the popular vote
but failed to win the election.

The injustice felt by Hillary Clinton’s voters may be due to rules established by the founding fathers in
the Constitution whereby electoral votes by pre-selected representatives from each state overrides
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the popular vote of qualified citizens. Clinton’s electoral votes
of 232 fell short of Trump’s 306 as of November 11, 2016.

Americans must examine why Hillary Clinton supporters are
rioting in many metropolitan cities and several college
campuses by destroying property and burning the American
flag.   Some reasons why Clinton supporters were brain-
washed by the Liberal News Media to hate Donald Trump are:

>>>  The National News Media did not provide fair and objective reporting of the faults and issues of
each candidate.   To help remedy this deficiency, some key issues were posted on the Internet titled,
“November Votes Will Define America” and may be accessed via
http://www.einnews.com/pr_news/350137890/november-8-votes-will-define-america.

>>>  News Media journalists wrote disparaging articles against Donald Trump by as much as 10 to 1
over Clinton, which infected the minds of many voters to believe Trump is unworthy to be president.

>>>  Negative TV and Super PAC ads against Trump were supplemented with an overwhelming
number of disparaging articles by many News Media outlets.  They succeeded in disparaging Donald
Trump as unfit to be president.  Still, in spite of their negative ad efforts, Americans were smart
enough to vote for Trump.
The Liberal News Media FAILED TO INFORM American voters why Hillary Clinton is a dishonest and
corrupt person. Below are factual reasons why the former Secretary of State could not be trusted to
be president by many Americans.

http://www.einpresswire.com
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•	Hillary Clinton Supported Obama’s Foreign Policy Deception.  Hillary Clinton supported President
Obama’s deception that he had a strong foreign policy in Africa prior to his run for the November 2012
presidential election.  This deception was proven false when Islamic terrorists attacked the Benghazi
Embassy in Libya and killed four Americans.

•	Hillary Clinton Ignored Ambassador Chris Stevens Requests. Over a dozen e-mails were sent by
U.S. Ambassador Chris Stevens to Hillary Clinton informing her of increasing attacks by Islamic
terrorists.  Hillary did not reply to Ambassador Stevens to assist in needed security measures against
increased Islamic attacks against the Embassy.

•	Hillary Clinton and Obama lied to the American people.  Along with President Obama, Hillary
promoted a fabricated lie to the American people that blamed the Benghazi terror attack on a
YouTube video.  They knew that the attack was preplanned and not spontaneous but lied to detract
their culpability for the deaths of four Americans.   Obama, Islam and Benghazi documents her failure
to provide the needed security against increasing terror attacks and reveals a Stand-Down-Order was
given by Obama, which prevented our military to respond to the attack.

•	Hillary Clinton Destroyed Evidence.  Hillary Clinton lied to the FBI and deleted 33,000 e-mails.  She
destroyed in-house servers, a dozen I-phones, and deleted classified and secret e-mails AFTER
receiving a subpoena requested for an FBI investigation.   It is obvious that Hillary Clinton’s server
contained e-mails that would prove she was derelict in her duty as Secretary of State to protect the
personnel killed in the Benghazi terrorist attack.

•	Hillary Clinton’s Classified and Top Secret Violations.  Hillary destroyed evidence requested by the
FBI investigation.  Government and military personnel have been fired for 1/10th of Hillary Clinton’s
security violations and many put in prison.  However, The Liberal News Media ignored informing
Americans of the seriousness of Clinton’s security violations.  

•	Clinton’s Pay-to-Play Foundation.  WikiLeaks e-mails revealed that Hillary had received millions of
dollars to the Clinton Foundation from Arab and Corporate leaders.  To construe that the millions of
dollars were charitable gifts for poor communities is naive.    Peter Schweizer, author of "Clinton
Cash," says that these emails further reinforce what he's been saying for a long time: Clinton
Foundation donors expected a quid pro quo from Hillary Clinton's State Department in exchange for
their gifts (Fox News Insider, Oct 17, 2016).

•	Hillary Clinton Received Vast Amounts of Foreign Money.  Schweizer said he was surprised that he,
his book, and the Clintons' "money problem" were mentioned so many times in the WikiLeaks e-mails.
Between 2010 and 2013, the Clinton non-profit foundation reported nearly $17.7 million received from
foreign donations.  However, on May 11, 2016, Richard Pollock of the Daily Caller reported more than
$100 million dollars was donated to the Clinton Foundation by Persian Gulf Sheikhs.  Such a vast sum
of money undermines Hillary Clinton’s claim that she can carry out independent Middle East policies.

CONCLUSION:  Americans outsmarted the Liberal News Media by ignoring their brain-washing
articles and voted for Donald Trump. Will Liberal News Media journalists and writers learn to report
newsworthy facts that informs Americans instead of opinionated and biased articles?  Readers of this
press release may or may not agree that the above reasons caused Hillary Clinton to lose the election
or they may express other reasons on the author’s website cited below. Americans will see if Donald
Trump’s “leadership” will create jobs, restore integrity and trust in government, strengthen our military,
increase economic growth, establish law and order, and reduce the national debt of 19.8 trillion,
reported November 1, 2016.

Comments are welcomed on www.nicholasginex.com.
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